
 Observations and questions in the act of balancing…(post it notes to bullet points!): !
• In balance, I experience a sense of calm, clarity of focus 
• In balancing I experience engagement with myself (whole) in the present moment 
• The focus of my eyes is steady and calm 
• There is a 'softening' of my body 
• Where to hold? Where to release? 
• Micro adjustments 
• “Can the floor you walk on affect the way you walk? Can it change the footprint you ultimately leave on the world?” (TED Talk) 
• Steve Paxton and "The Small Dance" come to mind - "In the midst of standing still something else is occurring and the name for 

that is the small dance" - a series of micro adjustments occurring in the body as it responds to maintaining balance as simply as when 
standing on two feet. 

• Balancing on different floors…uneven…shifting… 
• Thinking about Earthquakes. Thinking about buildings…when a building can move i.e ‘earthquake proof’ technology, it can adjust and 

maintain balance (also ideas of tensegrity). 
• I think of tensegrity...of biotensegrity in the body...I notice my palms pressing together, the sense of push or extension through the leg 

I am standing on, the lengthening of my spine and sense of reach through the top of my head in the opposite direction to my 
standing leg, the pressure of the sole of my foot as it presses into the inner thigh of my standing leg. Through out my body I notice 
pressing, pushing, opposition vs. reaching, extension and lengthening - compression vs. extension. I feel negotiation in the body as I 
use these forces to find and maintain balance.   

• I think of 'spheres of weight', balancing and/or stacking these 
• What is a body in balance? What is a body off-balance? 
• Watching bodies find balance - adjusting, aligning. Watching bodies in balance - stacked, calm, at ease. 
• Sometimes I hold my breath, balance can become harder then. Calm quiet breathing aids my balance (allowing the natural and life-

giving movement and rhythm of breath in the body to take place).Can I balance my inhale with my exhale? 
• Muscles in the act of balancing draw into one's centre 
• My focus is often in my feet - the point of contact with the floor. Can I change this? 
• ‘Stand on your own two feet’…growing up into balance… 
• A balanced human is separate so to speak, an off balance human is a public thing 



• Status of balance…ballet, circus (spectacle and skill), card stackers. An on balance body is higher in social status than an off-balance 
body 

• Off-balance…precarious… 
• Old lady on bus, refuses to sit down, yet unsteady on her feet and with walking frame. Stranger assists her on to bus and continues on 

her way. During the journey, surrounding passengers look tense/conflicted about whether to help or say something. A group of 
surrounding passengers seemingly swoop in to assist this lady off the bus onto pavement and dissipate quickly, hurrying away on their 
own journeys…an off-balance body is a social thing - it places demands (good, bad or neither) on those around. 

• 'Centred' ... Where is my 'centre'...my core muscles? my centre line? 'Plum line' (sense of weight and gravity here). Also line ...as 
opposed to sphere… 

• Thinking of Lulu Sweigard's 'Nine Lines of Movement' - how this shapes my understanding of posture, efficiency in the body and how 
to adjust the body when balancing...and also how this shapes my teaching practice! 

• The ‘open body’ ~ the ‘textured body’ 
• What is an ‘open body’? What is a ‘balanced body’? Why is the ‘open body’ important? Sustainable 
• ‘Listening’ to the body (in stretching) = understanding of balance in an anatomical system. 
• Nervous system…neurological balance 
• (I balance in the cold) Temperature balance 
• The subtlety and complexity of the muscular system...coordination - muscles co-operating/working together (also nervous 

system)...knowing how each part works and in turn how to work together = understanding...over time (as we grow/develop) 
• Co-ordination...in the sense of synchronised arrival (time and space) as aid to a body moving through, and maintaining balance. 
• Specificity and delicacy of the 'well-tuned' body - muscles in balance. 
• Hyper-mobility…how do you teach people with hyper-mobility? What is happening in the body while finding balance when hyper 

mobile? What is the tensegrity structure of someone who is highly mobile? How do you strengthen and stretch appropriately, re-
balancing their mucuslar-skeletal system? 

• Techniques of balance - use of eyes/sight, focus. (*Close eyes*)....Thinking of Eric Franklin's imagery exercises to aid balance… 
• I comprehend through directional types of movement i.e. in Pilates - flexion, extension, side-bending, rotation, circumduction. Also 

planes of movement - frontal plane, sagital plane, transverse plane. What do I understand through Ballet/Contemporary/somatic 
techniques? 

• Hot balloon improvisation for organ awareness…’deep movement’ and space 
• Am I developing a score for the ‘open body’…a ‘listening body’? A body…human which and who is able to be balanced in this world? 
• Use of Imagery…taking something outside the body and taking it/bringing it in…embodiment…?  



• Balancing is understanding/coming to understand a system, a listening to this system and an adaptability within this system (ability to 
stack, reach, extend, relax (i.e jaw in pirouettes) to varying that can be taken in various degrees of complexity in the body's 
arrangement in space. 

• In the act of balancing I am using a sense of connection to my surrounding architecture - lines, spheres...geometry of balance. 
Extending beyond oneself to find balance. Links to baby finding sense of outside space from others 

• In balancing I understand myself, my sense of self, my dimensions, my weight, my ability to adjust/transform through imagery, my 
relationship to the ground, to the space around me - immediate or distant, pos both. I understand an inner quiet voice and space. I 
understand forces and their qualities (counterbalance, reach, extend, compress, contract)....A body in balance knows itself...   The 
body as Microcosm - understanding itself, it's 'system' and being able to understand the systems of other bodies - to extend beyond 
this to understand larger 'systems' - ecological? well-being? spiritual?...the concept of balance pertaining to all things - Macrocosm. 

• Flow - fluid body - dynamic alignment (Eric Franklin) 
• Chakras, Pranas, Ying and Yang 
• Zen Meridians 
• Sound Healing 
• Balance of ego and id 
• The relaxed muscle…why do somatic techniques favour this? 
• Primacy of the skeleton…of bones?? Natural ‘efficiency’/good design of skeleton?? 
• Role and importance of posture for Ancient civilisations, also seen in sculpture and art - Franklin Chapter 1. 
• Balancing masculine and feminine (yoga nostril breathing) 
• Listening to the voice of the body - ‘what do you want to do?’ Aligning mind, body, desire(s). Experiencing unity/the whole being 
• Thinking of space in the body…muscles, bones, spaces in-between these.  
• Thinking of pathways and of opening pathways in the body 
• Thinking of difference between dance and pilates in terms of space in the body and movement pathways 
• Teaching/Training/Instructing with qualities…Muscle qualities (texture)…contraction and release…accessing the in-between area 
• Nervous system…neurological balance 
• (I balance in the cold) Temperature balance 
• Muscles holding emotions…shaping who we are , how we hold ourselves, how we move, how we are recognised by others…

Emotional training? 
• Function of balance vs. functional balance…where does this move beyond to become non-functional balance? Is non-functional in fact 

highly functional? 




